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ABSTRACT. Effects of different heating profiles on energy transport were studied on
the TFTR tokamak. Centrally peaked and hollow heating profiles were obtained by aiming
2 MW of neutral beam at different major radii of tangency, in the low density unsaturated
ohmic confinement regime and in the higher density saturated ohmic confinement regime.
Both the ion temperature profile and the density profile were altered substantially by
controlling the heating profile, but little change was observed on the electron temperature
profile. The lengthening of the sawtooth period correlated with the reduction of toroidal
loop voltage inside the q = 1 surface. The electron thermal diffusivity obtained from the
heat pulse propagation time-to-peak analysis was significantly larger than the diffusivity
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obtained from a power balance analysis. The heat pulse propagation diffusivity showed a
decreasing trend with density in the low density unsaturated ohmic confinement regime
but became independent of density at higher densities, and was relatively insensitive to the
form of heating at both high and low densities. It did not correlate with the incremental
confinement time, which was independent of density. Generally, the magnitude and profile
shape of the angular momentum diffusivity x0(r) and the ion thermal diffusivity xj(r)
are similar. The profile shape of the electron thermal diffusivity x,(r) is also similar to
Xj(r), especially in centrally heated plasmas. Except in low density ohmic plasmas, Xi
is larger than x, in magnitude. For central heating both xO and Xi are enhanced over
their ohmic values across the whole profile, but for edge heating they are enhanced only
in the outer half radius where the beam power is deposited. In all cases the change in
X, is smaller than the change in xi. The profile of 7;,, = dIn T/dlnn. corresponding to
the measured ion temperature and electron density profiles is slightly above the threshold
value for ion temperature gradient (ITG) driven instability in the confinement region, but
the ion temperature profile shape is not close to the marginally stable profile in the edge
region or within the q = 1 surface where other mechanisms are expected to play a more
important role than the ITG mode turbulence. The evolution of the angular momentum
profile for the low density edge heating case is consistent with the angular momentum
transport being predominantly diffusive.
1. INTRODUCTION
Tremendous advances have been made in improving plasma parameters in tokamak de-
vices since the early days of tokamak research [1]. Parameters approaching thermonuclear
break-even Q ~ 1 have been obtained in present day devices [2,3]. Burning plasmas with
Q = 5 -+ oo are envisaged for next generation devices [4,5]. However, despite advances in
understanding of transport in tokamaks in recent years [6], predictions for performance of
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future reactor-grade tokamaks are currently based on empirical scaling relations [7,8], and
a more basic understanding of transport in tokamak plasmas is desirable.
One of the prime candidates potentially responsible for "anomalous" transport in
tokamaks is the ion temperature gradient driven mode (ITG mode or ij mode) [9,10].
It has been observed in several experiments that plasmas with peaked density profiles
have better confinement than ones with flatter density profiles [11]. Manifestations of the
ITG mode (fluctuations which rotate in the ion diamagnetic direction) have also been
observed by scattering diagnostics [12,13] in the relatively high density "saturated ohmic
confinement" regime where such a mode is expected to play an important role. It is thus
interesting to test the predictions of ITG mode theories by actively perturbing the ion
temperature gradients by means of auxiliary heating.
In the present experiment, effects of different heating profiles (centrally peaked vs.
hollow heating profile) on energy transport of TFTR plasmas were studied in an effort to
find clues to understanding tokamak plasma transport. The heating profile was controlled
neither by varying plasma density nor by changing the beam energy, but by choosing
different aiming angles of neutral beams.
Analyses of earlier results of this series of experiments have been reported in Refs. [14]
and [15]. It was reported that the measured central ion temperature and the "resiliency"
of the electron temperature profile against different heating profiles were consistent with
changes in ion thermal transport driven by the ITG mode. It was also inferred that
the ion temperature maintained a "marginally stable" profile for the ITG mode. Initial
analyses of these results using the time-independent transport analysis code SNAP [16]
were reported, and the density dependence of the electron thermal diffusivity determined
from a heat pulse propagation time-to-peak analysis [17] was found to differ from that
of the incremental confinement time -r1c. Results of more detailed and comprehensive
analyses of these data are presented in the present paper.
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In Section 2 the experimental setup is described. The main experimental results
are described in Section 3. Effects of different heating profiles on sawtooth activity are
discussed in Section 4 and results of heat pulse propagation analysis are presented in Section
5. The results of transport analyses using TRANSP [18,19] are discussed in Section 6. In
Section 7 analysis results are compared with predictions of ITG mode theories. Conclusions
are given in Section 8.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Experiments were performed on TFTR inner-wall-limited, reduced-minor-radius plas-
mas with R = 2.36m, a = 0.71m, I, = 1.2 MA, BT = 5.0 T, qp = 5, at target densities of
le = 1.1 x 1019 m-3 ("low density") and W. = 2.1 x 1019 m-3 ("high density"). The mag-
netic axis was located at R = 2.43 m for ohmic and edge heated plasmas and R = 2.44 m
in centrally heated plasmas. These experiments were conducted in the L-mode regime,
in contrast to the density perturbation experiments reported earlier [20] which were per-
formed in the supershot [21] regime. The lower density experiments were conducted with
well-conditioned (outgassed) walls such that the target plasma was similar to supershot
target plasmas, but they were not supershot plasmas because the beam power was too
low. The higher density experiments were performed in the density regime just above the
transition from the neo-Alcator regime [22] where the ohmic confinement time increases
linearly with density, to the ohmic saturation regime where the ohmic confinement time
becomes independent of density.
A deuterium neutral beam with an injection energy of 96 keV was injected into a
deuterium plasma for 0.5 s at a modest power level of 2 MW, which is still much greater
than the ohmic heating power. Experiments at higher power levels were not possible
because of restrictions on the beam injection geometry. Beamlines aimed at major radii
of tangency Rt., = 2.05m and Rt., = 2.85m in the co-direction were used to create a
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centrally peaked heating profile ("center heating") and an off-axis peaked heating profile
("edge heating"), respectively. Although nearly complete absorption was realized for the
center heating case, the absorbed beam power for the edge heating case was only 1.4 MW
at high density and 1.1 MW at low density. The ohmic heating power drops from a level
of 0.8 MW (high density) to 0.9 MW (low density) during the ohmic phase to a level of
0.5 MW (center heating) to 0.7 MW (edge heating) during the beam heated phase.
The beam power deposition profiles calculated by the TRANSP code described later
are shown in Fig. 1. Throughout this paper the normalized minor radius r/a is used,
where r is the minor radius of the flux surface and a is the minor radius of the plasma.
The experimental data are also mapped to the flux surface and are shown with the same
radial coordinate for consistency. The data are interpolated in space and time between
available data points, and therefore the curves shown represent interpolated values. The
symbols are used to label different curves, and representative error bars are applied where
applicable.
Very different heating profiles are predicted between center heating and edge heating.
Beam heating of ions (Pi) is calculated to be dominant over electron heating (Pbe) in the
inner half radius. They cross over at r/a = 0.6-0.7 and electron heating becomes more
important beyond this radius. The beam thermalization power (the power associated with
beam ions thermalizing at 3/2T after slowing down, denoted by Pbth) is always less than
10% of the total beam heating power. The volume integrated beam heating powers to each
species are comparable for edge heating, but ion heating is larger than electron heating by
a factor of two for center heating.
The electron temperature was measured by a 20-channel second harmonic electron
cyclotron emission (ECE) grating spectrometer system covering the frequency range 213-
309 GHz [23], which was calibrated for these analyses to a 76-point Thomson scattering
system [24]. The electron density profile was measured by a vertically-viewing far-infrared
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interferometer array [25] with 7 chords passing through the plasma. The ion temperature
and toroidal rotation velocity profiles were measured by an 8-channel charge exchange
recombination spectroscopy diagnostic (CHERS) [26-28] using a perpendicularly injected
diagnostic neutral beam. In addition, central ion temperature and toroidal rotation veloc-
ity measurements were available from a near-radially viewing x-ray crystal spectrometer
system [29]. The time evolution of Z~f was obtained from the tangentially measured vis-
ible bremsstrahlung, but because of uncertainty in the window transmission coefficient at
the time of these experiments, the absolute value was determined from x-ray pulse height
analysis.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The low density experiment was performed in the neo-Alcator regime where the ohmic
confinement time increases linearly with density. The high density experiment was per-
formed at densities just above the transition density to the saturated ohmic confinement
regime where the ohmic confinement time becomes independent of density. The thermal
stored energy in electrons and ions W*h = W + W, and the thermal confinement time
,44 =_ Wl/Pheei, where Pha. = PoH + Pb, + Pbi + Pbih is the total bulk plasma heating
power, are plotted as functions of density in Fig. 2. The open symbols indicate SNAP
analysis results. For the discharges shown by squares CHERS data were not available.
For these discharges (labeled OH NEUTRON) the ion temperature profile was calculated
assuming Xi(r) oc X,(r), and the proportionality constant X;/Xe was adjusted to match
the measured neutron emission. The ion temperature profile inside the calculated q = 1
surface was flattened to simulate the effect of sawtooth activity [15]. Different shots were
analyzed by TRANSP and SNAP because of availability of different types of data. The
small difference in stored energy is caused mainly by the slightly different density profiles
obtained from the FIR interferometer array (TRANSP analysis) and Thomson scattering
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(SNAP analysis). An additional difference in the evaluation of the heating power accounts
for the larger discrepancy in the confinement time plot.
The thermal incremental confinement time T-yc = AWMIAph,'t, evaluated at fixed
W,, is weakly dependent on density with values 63ms at the lower density and 75ms at
the higher density. The same quantities evaluated by TRANSP analysis are also shown
for comparison, including results for edge heating. Although the thermal stored energy
increase for edge heating is much less than for center heating, the thermal confinement
time is nearly the same for both cases because of lower absorbed beam power for edge
heating mentioned in the previous section.
Of the two density regimes studied, differences in plasma response to different heating
profiles were observed more clearly for the low density case. Ions and electrons are also
more decoupled in the low density regime. Furthermore, time dependent ion temperature
profile and toroidal rotation velocity profile data were available only for the low density
shots. Consequently, we shall describe the low density shots in some detail in Subsection
3.1. The high density shots will be discussed more briefly in Subsection 3.2.
3.1. Low Density Regime
The electron density increased from W. = 1.1 x 1019 m- 3 to W, = 1.6 x 1019 m-3
for center heating, whereas it increased to only W, = 1.2 x 1019 m- 3 for edge heating.
The electron density profiles obtained from the FIR interferometer system are shown in
Fig. 3. The calculated thermal deuterium ion density profiles (excluding the superthermal
deuterons) are shown in Fig. 4. The noise on the calculated nD profile comes from the
Monte Carlo beam calculation. The Zf f profile was assumed to be flat in obtaining these
profiles, since reliable Zeff profile measurements were not available because of recycling
light contamination of the radially viewing bremsstrahlung array.
The evolution of the electron temperature at various radii are shown in Fig. 5 and the
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electron temperature profiles, averaged over sawtooth, in Fig. 6. The electron temperature
response is complicated by the density increase associated with beam fueling, and appears
to be somewhat counter-intuitive. In case of center heating the electron temperature
decreases in the core but increases in the outer half radius (slight profile broadening).
The sawtooth period and amplitude remain the same as in the ohmic phase initially, but
increase toward the end of the 0.5 s beam pulse. On the other hand, with edge heating the
central electron temperature increases during the first half of the beam pulse (slight profile
steepening) but decreases during the second half. The electron temperature in the outer
half radius remains the same as in the ohmic phase. The sawtooth period and amplitude
also remain the same as in the ohmic phase throughout the beam pulse. When the density
response is taken into account, however, the electron energy density evolves monotonically
and is well-behaved throughout the beam pulse.
Time evolutions of the ion temperature and toroidal rotation angular velocity profiles,
obtained by varying the injection time of the diagnostic neutral beam with respect to the
heating beam on a shot-to-shot basis, are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the center and
edge heating cases. The difference in response of these profiles is much more pronounced
than that for the electron temperature profile. Although the initial responses on ion
temperature and toroidal rotation velocity profiles with edge heating are localized where
the beam power is deposited, the profiles fill in subsequently. This is especially evident in
the rotation velocity profile data because of absence of significant rotation in the ohmic
phase. It is clear that the angular momentum does not just convect outward, but diffuses
inward, as pointed out in earlier modulated beam experiments [30].
3.2. High Density Regime
The electron density increased from W. = 2.1 x 1019 m- 3 to W. = 2.3 x 1011 m-3 for
center heating and to W, = 2.4 x 1019 m-3 for edge heating. The difference between density
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profiles for the two cases is not as pronounced as in the low density case, as shown in Fig. 9.
The evolution of the electron temperature at various radii are shown in Fig. 10. The
temperature increase was significantly larger with center heating. The electron tempera-
ture increased across the whole profile with either center or edge heating keeping nearly
the same profile as the ohmic profile, as shown in Fig. 11. The sawtooth amplitude and
period both increased during the beam pulse with center heating, but they remained the
same as in the ohmic phase with edge heating.
The ion temperature and toroidal rotation angular velocity profiles at the end of
the beam pulse are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The time evolutions of the central ion
temperature and the central toroidal rotation velocity were available from the x-ray crystal
spectrometer, but time-dependent profile measurements were not available for these shots.
4. EFFECTS ON SAWTOOTH ACTIVITY
As noted in the previous section, different behaviours were observed on the sawtooth
activity between center heating and edge heating. Larger amplitude, longer period saw-
teeth are observed with center heating at both densities. In contrast, the changes in
sawtooth period and amplitude are much smaller with edge heating. These differences in
sawtooth behaviour are correlated with the difference in the beam driven current profile
and the resultant difference in the ohmically driven current profile and the toroidal loop
voltage profile.
The current density profile and the q profile for the four cases near the end of the
beam pulse are shown in Fig. 14. A Kadomtsev-type sawtooth mixing model [31], with
mixing of current density, ion temperature, and fast ions inside the q = 1 surface, was used.
We note that there is a small but noticeable difference in the total current density profile.
However, this is a consequence, rather than the cause, of the difference in the sawtooth
activity since very little difference is predicted if the sawtooth model is suppressed.
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On the other hand, the toroidal loop voltage is significantly different mainly because
of the presence of beam driven current inside the q = 1 surface for the center heating
case, and its absence for the edge heating case. The time evolution of the calculated
loop voltage near the sawtooth inversion radius r/a : 0.25 is shown for the four cases
in Fig. 15. Comparison of Fig. 15 with Figs. 5 and 10 suggests that the sawtooth period
is correlated with the core loop voltage which leads to current density peaking, and not
by the q profile or the total current density profile. Equivalently, it suggests that the
beam driven current contributes to stabilizing the sawtooth instability by replacing the
inductively driven current. A further evidence for this supposition is provided by our
earlier results, obtained at slightly higher density and higher beam power level, which
showed lengthening of the sawtooth period over a time scale for the core ohmic current
density to decrease because of off-axis beam driven currents for the edge heating case [14].
There is another possibility that the presence of energetic ions inside the q = 1 surface
contributes to the stabilization of sawtooth (lengthening of the sawtooth period), as pro-
posed as the mechanism for sawtooth stabilization by ICRF heating [32,33]. However, in a
related experiment at higher power level (PNB = 5 MW) the sawtooth activity was noted
to be markedly different between co-injection and counter-injection, as shown in Fig. 16.
While the sawtooth period was only moderately lengthened with counter-injection (70 ms
compared to 20 ms during the ohmic phase), the sawtooth activity was suppressed for over
0.5 s with co-injection until the beam power was shut off, similarly to sawtooth stabiliza-
tion by ICRF heating. The fast ion population in these two cases are similar, but the core
loop voltage was significantly different because the beam-driven current is in opposite di-
rections. This result suggests that what controls the sawtooth activity in the present case
is the combination of reduced core loop voltage due to heating and noninductive current
drive, and the effect of core current drive on the ohmic current density profile, rather than
the fast ion population itself. This may lead one to consider the role of rf-tail bootstrap
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currents in ICRF-stabilized sawteeth.
5. HEAT PULSE PROPAGATION
Propagation of the electron temperature heat pulse resulting from a sawtooth crash,
as observed by the 20-channel ECE grating spectrometer system, was analysed. Typically
100 sawteeth from several identical discharges were averaged to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio. The heat-pulse-propagation electron thermal diffusivity x'PP was obtained from
the time-to-peak analysis as discussed by Fredrickson, et al. [17]. A linear regression fit
to the experimental data for one of the cases is shown in Fig. 17. The data points should
lie on a straight line for a radially constant x,(r). The "radially averaged" heat pulse
propagation diffusivity X PP is given by the coefficient of the linear term, in this case
(low density edge heating) xv" _~ 2.6 m2 /s.
The electron thermal diffusivity x'PP determined from the heat pulse propagation
analysis in the "confinement zone" (0.4 < r/a < 0.7) is shown as a function of density
in Fig. 18. The error bars indicate typical uncertainties in the linear regression fit. The
sawtooth inversion radius was r/a ~ 0.25 in all cases. The region just outside the sawtooth
inversion radius r/a < 0.4 and the region near the edge r/a > 0.7 were avoided to minimize
error. In particular, the pulse shapes in the region r/a < 0.4 are affected significantly by
the extended perturbation immediately following the sawtooth crash [34], and therefore
were not used in the analysis. In this region the rise time of the temperature perturbation
is clearly faster for center heating than for edge heating, as shown in Fig. 19.
It can be seen that xPP decreases roughly inversely with Ti. for both ohmic and
beam heated plasmas in the neo-Alcator regime of ohmic confinement. At higher densities
xHPP becomes almost independent of density, which correlates well with the saturated
confinement time of ohmic plasmas in this density range (see Fig. 2). We note that X PP
is nearly independent of the heating mechanism. However, it may be significant that x."'
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is noticeably smaller for the edge heating case.
This can be contrasted with the electron thermal diffusivity obtained from TRANSP
power balance analysis, Xr'. The density dependence of X , which is the average over
the same region 0.4 < r/a < 0.7 used to obtain x"PP, is also shown in Fig. 18. It can be
seen that the value of xf is lower than xHPP by typically a factor of 4 to 5, and that
XrB for the center heating case is enhanced over the ohmic value. This result is typical of
TFTR plasmas, as reported in Ref. [17]. Also shown is X.B for comparison. Since only
the central ion temperature measurement was available for the high density ohmic case,
upper and lower limits on diffusivities corresponding to peaked and broad ion temperature
profiles taken from center and edge beam heated profiles are plotted. We see that Xi is
lower than X, in low density ohmic discharges, but xi is higher than X, in high density
ohmic discharges and beam heated plasmas at both high and low densities.
Our observation that x Pp varies by a factor of two over the density range studied
whereas the incremental confinement time is virtually independent of density seems to
contradict the simple constant heat pinch hypothesis of Callen, et al. [35] which connects
rj" to X&f"j and XHPP. However, this model might still be valid in the high density
regime where XHPP becomes independent of density.
The conductive heat flux through the electron channel Pcn and -nVT at various
radii are plotted in Figs. 20(a) and (b) for the two densities, and the quantity XPuz =
APIa/A(-nVT,) defined by Callen et al. [35] as the slope of transition from ohmic to
auxiliary heating, is shown in Fig. 20(c). Typical error bars arising mainly from profile
uncertainties are shown. At the higher density, the conductive electron heat flux increases
significantly with center heating, but decreases near half radius with edge heating. At the
lower density, the change in the conductive electron heat flux from the ohmic phase to the
beam heated phase is small for both center heating and edge heating. The quantity X luz
is in the range 1.5-3.5m 2 /s for high density center heating, which is comparable to X PP
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at 1.7m 2/s. However, xf1" near half radius (r/a ~ 0.5) is significantly smaller than x' PP
for the other three cases, and may even be negative for high density edge heating.
6. TRANSPORT ANALYSIS
The experimental data were analysed using the time-dependent transport analysis
code TRANSP, which solves the particle, momentum, and energy balance equations as
well as neutral transport and poloidal field diffusion. Shifted circular flux surface equilibria
were used in the present analysis. TRANSP was used both in the analysis mode and
the predictive mode with respect to either the ion temperature profile or the electron
temperature profile. The analysis mode was used for the angular momentum in all cases. In
the analysis mode, the experimentally measured temperature profile is specified (along with
all other experimentally measured quantities), and the transport equations are solved for
the thermal diffusivity. The results can be compared with predictions of various theoretical
models. In the predictive mode, diffusivities are specified based on a theoretical model or
from previous TRANSP analysis runs, and the transport equations are solved to predict
the temperature profile, which can be compared with the experimentally measured profile.
The direct electron thermal transport due to sawteeth for these discharges across the
inversion radius r/a ~ 0.25 is 120-160 kW at low density and 70-80 kW at high density,
and is comparable to the remaining thermal conduction loss across this radius. Direct
sawtooth transport becomes unimportant for r/a > 0.4. Because the time resolution for
the ion temperature was not adequate to resolve sawteeth, transport analyses were mostly
performed with profiles time averaged over sawteeth.
Results from TRANSP analysis runs for the four cases (low density center heating, low
density edge heating, high density center heating, high density edge heating) are described
below. Ion and electron power balance (volume integrated from r = 0) are shown in Fig. 21
and Fig. 22. In the low density regime, ion power balance is dominated by Pi (beam ion
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heating) for power input and Pjg (ion conduction power loss) for power loss. Qi, is not
important in either case. The total power input to electrons is divided approximately
equally between P, (beam electrons heating) and POH (ohmic heating power). For center
heating Pb, and POH have approximately the same profile, but for edge heating Pbe has a
hollow profile. The main loss mechanism for electrons is P,d (electron conduction power
loss) except near the edge where Pad (radiated power) becomes important.
In the high density regime, Qj, is negligible for center heating but is comparable with
Pbj for edge heating. Ion power loss is mainly through Pi,, for both cases. Electron power
input is approximately the same as for the low density case. Qj. is a large fraction of
electron power loss for edge heating, but not for center heating. Pe, (electron convection
power loss) is smaller than Pcend but not completely negligible in both cases. P,.d becomes
important near the edge.
The diffusivities inferred from these power flows are plotted in Fig. 23. We note that
the toroidal angular momentum diffusivity XO(r) is similar to x;(r) in both magnitude and
profile, typically to a factor of about two. This is what would be expected for transport
caused by the ITG mode driven turbulence [36]. Another point to note is that the profile
shape of Xe(r) is also similar to xi(r), especially in center heated plasmas.
In the low density regime, xi for center heating is enhanced over that in the ohmic
phase across the whole profile by a factor of about 5. For edge heating Xi in the outer half
radius is enhanced by about the same factor, but the enhancement in the inner half radius
where beam power is not deposited is only a factor of 2. Similar effects are observed in the
high density regime, although the xi enhancement over the ohmic phase is about half of
the low density case, with almost no enhancement for the edge heating case. In contrast,
the change in electron thermal diffusivity Xe(r) from the ohmic phase to the beam heated
phase is less than a factor of two in all four cases.
It was noted earlier that the electron temperature profile hardly changed despite the
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very different heating profiles. If xi(r) were taken to be neoclassical, the electron thermal
diffusivity X,(r) would have to respond differently to reproduce this result. In addition,
the predicted ion temperature profile is inconsistent with the measured profile. The results
of the present analysis suggest that the observed "resiliency" of the electron temperature
profile in neutral-beam-heated tokamaks may be mediated by the ion channel through
changes in the xi profile in response to the heating profile, and therefore would not be
present (or would be weaker) in tokamaks heated by methods which preferentially heat
electrons and minimize electron-ion coupling [37].
The edge heating case offers a unique possibility to investigate if the angular momen-
tum transport is purely diffusive. The angular momentum balance at 4.2 s (0.2 s into the
beam pulse, when the angular momentum profile has a well defined peak near half radius)
for the low density edge heating case is shown in Fig. 24. The "diffusive" (or "viscous")
part of angular momentum flux, obtained by subtracting all sink terms (including the
time derivative term) from all source terms, is inward for r/a < 0.5. This is very close to
where the toroidal rotation angular velocity gradient changes sign at this time as shown in
Fig. 8(b), considering the spatial resolution for the toroidal rotation velocity measurement
of r/a = ±0.07 and other uncertainties in determining the viscous angular momentum
flux. Although it is not possible to disprove the existence of non-diffusive momentum flux
(such as an inward convective flux), it was possible to reproduce the measured angular
velocity profile evolution very closely with a purely diffusive model, without invoking any
non-diffusive transport. Radial diffusion of energetic ions was investigated through the
analysis of charge-exchange neutral particle flux for the present case, and an upper bound
on the fast ion diffusivity of 0.05m 2/s has been inferred, as reported earlier [38]. This is
at least an order of magnitude lower than either the angular momentum diffusivity or the
thermal diffusivity for thermal ions.
The uncertainties in deduced transport coefficients were estimated in two ways. The
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first method is to estimate the standard error arising from experimental uncertainties in
the temperature and density profile measurements. This was done using the steady state
transport analysis code SNAP, which required much less computing time than TRANSP.
The estimated 1-a error bar for thermal diffusivities at r/a = 2/3 (averaged from r/a = 0.5
to r/a = 0.8) arising from the accumulated errors in T,(r), Ti(r), and n;(r) is a factor of
1.5 for beam heated shots and a factor of 2 for ohmic shots, as reported earlier [15]. The
error bar for high density edge heating is somewhat larger than other three cases, and is
estimated to be a factor of 2.
In the second method, Xt(r)'s obtained from TRANSP analysis runs for edge heating
and center heating were averaged to obtain X? "(r) [x "(r) + X ,n"'(r)]/2 at each
density. TRANSP was then run in a T(r) prediction mode using x"(r) for both edge
heating and center heating cases. The predicted ion temperature profiles for the four cases
are shown in Fig. 25 compared with the measured profiles. It can be seen that the measured
ion temperature profile is significantly more peaked in the center heating cases and broader
in the edge heating cases compared to the predicted profiles, beyond the uncertainty of the
measurement. Therefore, it can be concluded that the measured ion temperature profiles
for the different heating profiles (edge heating vs. center heating) are not compatible with
the same X;(r) and that the different Xi(r)'s inferred from TRANSP analysis are real. In
contrast, the electron temperature profiles predicted by predictive TRANSP runs using the
average Xc (r) are practically indistinguishable from the measured electron temperature
profiles, as shown in Fig. 26. We conclude that the difference in X,(r)'s between edge
heating and center heating is too small to be meaningful. This again implies that, for this
case, the electron temperature profile "resiliency" is mediated by the ion channel.
7. COMPARISON WITH ITG MODE THEORIES
Extensive reference is available on the theory of the ITG mode instability [39-50]. The
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experimental results can be compared with predictions of these theoretical models in sev-
eral ways. The experimentally deduced Xi(r) can be compared with theoretically derived
xi(r)'s. If ITG mode driven transport is large enough to ensure marginal stability, the
theoretically predicted threshold scale length ratios (such as = dln T /d ln ni = L,, ILT
or LT1 /R) can be compared with measured values. Alternatively, the ion temperature
profile can be calculated based on theoretical xi(r)'s with an appropriate threshold (or
"turn-on") function, and compared with the measured profile.
The experimentally deduced Xj(r) is compared with some representative theoretical
formulae and the Chang-Hinton neoclassical xj(r) [51] in Fig. 27. It is noted that the
theoretical formulas are for fully saturated modes and lower diffusivities are expected
closer to threshold. The Hamaguchi-Horton formula [50] is an exception because it already
contains the turn-on effect. Romanelli's threshold was used to obtain the Hamaguchi-
Horton Xi in Fig. 27. For this reason, as long as the theoretical xi's are larger than the
experimental Xi's, the data can still be consistent with theory. This is the case for the
finite radial mode number formula of Terry, et al. [43] and the toroidal formula [48], but
not for the Lee-Diamond formula [42], which predicts lower Xi in the outer half radius.
However, it is not expected that the ITG mode governs transport all the way to the plasma
edge in any case. In this region it is likely that other processes play a more important role
[52].
If the theoretical formulae predict significantly higher values of Xi than experimen-
tally deduced values, as is the case in the "confinement region", the ion temperature should
actually be determined by marginal stability against ITG modes. If the local ion tempera-
ture were increased beyond threshold, ITG mode would be destabilized and the enhanced
thermal conduction would increase ion thermal diffusivity until marginal stability is re-
stored. This process would continue to operate until a steady state is reached in which the
ion temperature gradient is at or slightly above marginal stability everywhere across the
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whole profile. In this case the ion temperature profile is determined by the relationship
T(r)/T(0) = exp (f dlnni/dr (ti. + bi6) dr), where 6m; is a small number.
The experimentally "measured" profiles of ,; are compared with theoretical formulae
for threshold given by Hahm and Tang [47] and by Romanelli [46] in Fig. 28. Because there
is no direct measurement of n1(r) and there is a rather large uncertainty in the calculation
of n;(r), the experimental ii (labeled 'i,,) is calculated as dIn Ti/dln n,. This would be
equivalent to dIn TI/dln ni if the Zff profile were flat and the beam ions were included
in the ion density. The theoretical thresholds plotted in Fig. 28 are evaluated using 97,-
for 77. Also shown for comparison in Fig. 28 is i7ith which uses the thermal deuterium
ion density (excluding beam ions) calculated by TRANSP assuming a flat Zeff profile. In
the high density regime, 7it& t 77i,e and the value of 77i is slightly above the theoretically
expected threshold value given by Romanelli [46] over most of the profile, which supports
the idea that the ion temperature profile is determined by "marginal stability" against the
ITG mode. The threshold formula given by Hahm and Tang [47] is slightly higher than the
measured 7,,.. In the low density regime, 77ith and i,, are calculated to be significantly
different because the beam ion density is a substantial fraction of the total ion density. The
noise on i th comes from the non-monotonic thermal ion density profile resulting from the
Monte Carlo beam calculation (see Fig. 4). Although the evaluation of the parameter 7i
is uncertain in this case, the value of 77;,. is again slightly above the Romanelli threshold.
The same information is displayed in a different way in Fig. 29, where the experimen-
tally measured inverse scale length of the ion temperature profile, ILT = -dln T/dr, is
compared with theoretical threshold formulae evaluated using both '7,, and ni th for 7i.
The marginally stable ion temperature profiles, obtained using threshold formulae
given by Hahm and Tang [47] and by Romanelli [46], assuming n1(r) oc n. (r), are shown in
Fig. 30. Also shown are ion temperature profiles corresponding to 77i(r) = 771omaei(r) +
677j, where b97 was taken to be 0.5 across the whole profile (labeled Romanelli +0.5), which
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predicts the measured ion temperature profile very well in the confinement region. The
profile near the plasma center is affected by sawteeth and the profile near the edge is likely
to be determined by other processes, so good agreement is not expected in these regions.
The profiles have been normalized by their volume average so that the profile shape in the
confinement region, where the ITG driven turbulence is expected to play an important
role in thermal transport, can be compared.
TRANSP was used in the ion temperature prediction mode to compare the measured
ion temperature profile with that predicted by ITG mode theories. The ion temperature
profiles predicted by TRANSP using the model described below are shown in Fig. 31. We
have chosen one representative form of Xi for ITG driven turbulence given by Lee and
Diamond [42], with a cubic threshold function which makes a smooth transition from no
ITG mode transport to fully saturated ITG mode transport from 77ic to 7ic + 1, where 7ic
is the critical (or threshold) 77. As pointed out earlier, our results are not sensitive to the
exact details of the Xi formula in the region where the theoretical formula is sufficiently
large. It is more sensitive to the value of igic and the choice of threshold function. We have
used the formula for tic(r) given by Romanelli [46] (labeled Romanelli + 0.5 in Fig. 31).
The measured profiles and the profiles predicted with neoclassical Xi, as well as those
predicted with the same diffusivity but with a threshold function which makes a transition
from igic - 0.5 to 7iic + 0.5 (labeled Romanelli in Fig. 31), are also shown for comparison.
The model predicts an ion temperature profile shape which is somewhat similar to the
measured one, but larger in magnitude for all cases. This is a consequence of the fact
that the ITG mode driven transport given by the Lee-Diamond formula is too small in the
edge region and allows a much larger ion temperature gradient in this region. This result
suggests that in the edge region the ion temperature gradient is limited by anomalous ion
thermal transport determined by other processes.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
Effects of different heating profiles on transport were studied. Centrally peaked and
hollow heating profiles were produced by neutral beam injection. Both the ion temperature
profile and the density profile responded more strongly to different heating profiles than
did the electron temperature profile.
The sawtooth activity was affected differently by different heating profiles. The length-
ening of the sawtooth period appeared to correlate with the reduction of the toroidal loop
voltage due to heating and/or current drive in the plasma core region where q < 1. This
conjecture is supported by the markedly different sawtooth behavior observed between
co-injection and counter-injection.
The electron thermal diffusivity x'PP obtained from a heat pulse propagation time-to-
peak analysis is significantly larger than the diffusivity XrB obtained from a power balance
analysis, and shows a decreasing trend with density in the unsaturated neo-Alcator density
regime, becoming constant at higher densities. The heat pulse propagation diffusivity was
relatively insensitive to the form of heating (ohmic, center heating, or edge heating). The
slope xfu = APnd/A(-nVT) determined from the transition from ohmic to center
heating was found to be similar to xPP for high density center heating, but not for the
other three cases.
The magnitude and profile shape of x,(r) and Xi(r) are similar. The profile shape of
Xe(r) is also similar to Xi(r), especially in center heated plasmas. Typically, Xi is larger
than X, in magnitude except in low density ohmic plasmas in the neo-Alcator regime.
Both x0 and xi are enhanced over their ohmic values across the whole profile for center
heating, whereas they are only enhanced in the outer half radius where the beam power
is deposited for edge heating. The change in x, from the ohmic value is smaller than the
change in xi in all cases.
The time evolution of the toroidal rotation angular velocity profile for the low density
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edge heating case is consistent with angular momentum transport being predominantly
diffusive.
In the temperature profile modification experiments in the Imode regime reported
in this paper, there was a definite change in transport in response to the ion temperature
profile modification. In the high density regime, i; is well defined and is slightly above the
theoretically expected threshold value given by Romanelli [46] in the confinement region
both before and after profile modification. This result supports the idea that the ion
temperature profile in these cases is determined by "marginal stability" against the ITG
mode. In the low density regime, there is substantial uncertainty in evaluating 7i, but
7i,, = dln T/dlnn. is again slightly above the Romanelli threshold.
In the plasma edge region, the ion temperature gradient is not predicted well by ITG
theory, leading to a higher predicted ion temperature in the plasma core. In the edge
region the ion thermal diffusivity due to ITG driven turbulence is not very large and
other mechanisms are expected to determine transport and the ion temperature gradient.
Similarly, the central region is dominated by sawteeth. It remains an interesting subject
of future study whether or not transport in the plasma center is consistent with the ITG
mode transport when sawteeth are stabilized [53,54].
In previously reported density perturbation experiments in the supershot regime [20],
no significant change in transport was observed when the density profile was modified, and
marginally stable profile was not enforced. This result was attributed to the ITG transport
not being large enough [55]. In the neutral beam heating experiment discussed here,
the density profile changed substantially when the ion temperature profile was modified
because of beam fuelling, and the i; profile remained slightly above marginal stability.
It would be interesting to repeat this experiment with ICRF heating so that the heating
profile can be altered without affecting the density profile at the same time, to see if the
ion temperature profile still maintains the "marginally stable" profile.
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Figure Captions
FIG. 1. Beam heating power density profiles for the four cases: (a) low density
center heating, (b) low density edge heating, (c) high density center heating, (d) high
density edge heating. The traces show ion heating (Pj), electron heating (Pbe), and beam
thermalization (Pbth) power density profiles.
FIG. 2. (a) The thermal stored energy W=' = W, + W and (b) the thermal confine-
ment time -r = W 1 1/P..t, where Ph, =_ POH +Pb, +P; + Pth is the total bulk plasma
heating power, plotted as functions of the line averaged density i. TRANSP results are
also shown compared with SNAP results. For OH discharges shown with squares CHERS
data were not available.
FIG. 3. Time evolution of the electron density profile measured by the FIR interfer-
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ometer system for low density (a) center heating and (b) edge heating. Neutral beam is
injected from 4.0 s to 4.5s.
FIG. 4. Time evolution of the thermal deuterium ion density profile calculated by
TRANSP for low density (a) center heating and (b) edge heating.
FIG. 5. Time evolution of the electron temperature at various radii measured by
the 20-channel ECE grating spectrometer for low density (a) center heating and (b) edge
heating. The magnetic axis is located at R = 2.44 m for center heating and R = 2.43 m
for edge heating.
FIG. 6. Time evolution of the electron temperature profiles measured by the ECE
grating spectrometer for low density (a) center heating and (b) edge heating. The profiles
have been averaged over sawteeth.
FIG. 7. Time evolution of the ion temperature profile, obtained by varying the injec-
tion time of the diagnostic neutral beam with respect to the heating beam on a shot-to-shot
basis, for low density (a) center heating and (b) edge heating. Typical error bars of the
measurement are shown.
FIG. 8. Time evolution of the toroidal angular velocity profile for low density (a)
center heating and (b) edge heating.
FIG. 9. Time evolution of the electron density profile measured by the FIR interfer-
ometer system for high density (a) center heating and (b) edge heating.
FIG. 10. Time evolution of electron temperature at various radii measured by the
ECE grating spectrometer for high density (a) center heating and (b) edge heating. The
magnetic axis is located at R = 2.44 m for center heating and R = 2.43 m for edge heating.
FIG. 11. Time evolution of the sawtooth-averaged electron temperature profiles for
high density (a) center heating and (b) edge heating.
FIG. 12. The ion temperature profile at the end of the beam pulse for high density
(a) center heating and (b) edge heating.
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FIG. 13. The toroidal rotation angular velocity profile at the end of the beam pulse
for high density (a) center heating and (b) edge heating.
FIG. 14. (a) The current density profile and (b) q profile for the four cases: center
heating, low density; edge heating, low density; center heating, high density; and edge
heating, high density.
FIG. 15. The calculated toroidal loop voltage near the sawtooth inversion radius
r/a ~ 0.25: (a) without Kadomtsev sawtooth mixing model, (b) with Kadomtsev model.
FIG. 16. The modification of sawtooth behavior with co-injection (1.8-2.7s, 4.7 MW)
vs. counter-injection (4.0-5.0 s, 5.0 MW). The central electron temperature, the neutral
beam power, and the surface loop voltage are shown. The lower power beam (1.5-2.1 s,
1.8 MW) is counter-injected beam aimed at the edge (Rtm = 2.84 m). BT = 4.9 T, 1 p=
1.2 MA, R = 2.36 m, a = 0.70 m, q. = 4.9.
FIG. 17. A typical time-to-peak fit to the heat pulse propagation data. The data
points should lie on a straight line for a radially constant X, (r). The heat pulse propagation
diffusivity x'PP is given by the coefficient of the linear term, in this case (low density
edge heating) x"'P = 2.58 m2 /s.
FIG. 18. The electron thermal diffusivity xHPP determined from the heat pulse
propagation analysis in the "confinement zone" (0.4 < r/a < 0.7), and the electron and ion
thermal diffusivities Xr and Xf B determined from power balance analysis, averaged over
the same radial region.
FIG. 19. Time evolutions of the change in electron temperature 4', normalized by
the time-averaged electron temperature T., at the first four channels outside the inversion
radius for (a) center heating and (b) edge heating in the lower density regime.
FIG. 20. The conductive electron heat flux Pg vs. -nVT, at (a) high density and
(b) low density. The slope of transition from ohmic to beam heated phase (shown by
arrows) gives xf"l.
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FIG. 21. Ion power balance from TRANSP analysis runs: (a) low density center
heating, (b) low density edge heating, (c) high density center heating, (d) high density
edge heating. Terms of interest are: PBI (beam ion heating), PBTH (beam thermaliza-
tion power), GAINI (ion energy gain), PCOND (ion conduction loss), QIE (ion-electron
coupling), PONET (net charge exchange loss), PCONV (ion convection loss), QROTF
(rotation friction ion heating).
FIG. 22. Electron power balance from TRANSP analysis runs: (a) low density center
heating, (b) low density edge heating, (c) high density center heating, (d) high density
edge heating. Terms of interest are: POH (ohmic heating), PBE (beam electron heating),
PRAD (radiation loss), PCNVE (electron convection loss), GAINE (electron energy gain),
PCNDE (electron conduction loss), QIE (ion-electron coupling).
FIG. 23. Diffusivities calculated by TRANSP: (a) low density ohmic, (b) low density
center heating, (c) low density edge heating, (d) high density ohmic, (e) high density center
heating, (f) high density edge heating. Typical uncertainties are shown by the error bars.
The curve labeled Xeff represents the effective one-fluid diffusivity.
FIG. 24. The angular momentum balance at t = 4.2 s for the low density edge heating
case. The "diffusive" (or "viscous") part of angular momentum flux is inward for r/a,< 0.5.
TQBCO (beam collisional torque), TQOHB (OH circuit to beam torque), TQJXB (beam
jx B torque), TQBTH (beam thermalization torque), MODOT (momentum gain), MONET
(net charge exchange momentum loss), MVISC (viscous transport), MCONV (convective
transport).
FIG. 25. The ion temperature profiles predicted by TRANSP using the average x(r),
compared with the measured profiles: (a) low density center heating, (b) low density
edge heating, (c) high density center heating, (d) high density edge heating. The Xi(r)'s
calculated from TRANSP analysis runs for edge heating and center heating at each density
were averaged to obtain the average xi(r).
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FIG. 26. The electron temperature profiles predicted by TRANSP using the average
xe (r), compared with the measured profiles: (a) low density center heating, (b) low density
edge heating, (c) high density center heating, (d) high density edge heating. The Xe(r)'s
calculated from TRANSP analysis runs for edge heating and center heating at each density
were averaged to obtain the average x.(r).
FIG. 27. The experimentally deduced xj(r) from TRANSP analysis, compared with
some representative theoretical formulae for (a) low density ohmic, (b) low density center
heating, (c) low density edge heating, (d) high density center heating, (e) high density
edge heating. The theoretical x;'s plotted are: Chang-Hinton neoclassical formula [56],
Lee-Diamond formula [42], finite radial mode number formula of Terry, et al. [43], toroidal
formula given by Biglari, et al. [48], and Hamaguchi-Horton formula [50].
FIG. 28. The experimentally determined profiles of i; and two theoretical formulae for
threshold: (a) low density ohmic, (b) low density center heating, (c) low density edge heat-
ing, (d) high density center heating, (e) high density edge heating. v7,, = dln T I/d ln n.,
7;t din T /dlnnD where nD is the thermal deuterium ion density. The theoretical
threshold formulae plotted are those given by Romanelli [46] and by Hahm and Tang [47].
FIG. 29. The experimentally measured inverse scale length of the ion temperature
profile, 1/LT = -dln Ti/dr, compared with theoretical threshold formulae given by Ro-
manelli [46] and by Hahm and Tang [47], each evaluated using both g7i,, and i7 ith for 77i.
Same data as Fig. 28: (a) low density ohmic, (b) low density center heating, (c) low density
edge heating, (d) high density center heating, (e) high density edge heating.
FIG. 30. The "marginally stable" ion temperature profiles for (a) low density ohmic,
(b) low density center heating, (c) low density edge heating, (d) high density center heat-
ing, (e) high density edge heating. The calculated marginal profiles were obtained using
threshold formulae given by Hahm and Tang [47] and by Romanelli [46]. Also shown are
ion temperature profiles corresponding to 7i;(r) = (r)""eu( + 6r , where 677 was taken
30
to be 0.5 across the whole profile (labeled Romanelli + 0.5).
FIG. 31. The ion temperature profiles predicted by TRANSP with Lee-Diamond ITG
mode Xi and Romanelli 11e: (a) low density ohmic, (b) low density center heating, (c) low
density edge heating, (d) high density center heating, (e) high density edge heating. The
measured profile and the profile predicted for neoclassical ion transport are also shown for
comparison. Two choices of threshold function were used, one which makes the transition
from 0 to 1 between gii and 7ic + 1 (labeled Romanelli + 0.5) and another which makes
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